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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, the uniqueness ofsolutions for systems of the type w~ = K(z, t)w=z, 0 < 
x < p, t > 0, subject o w(0, t) = ~(p, t) and w(z, O) = F(z) is studied. Here w and F are vectors 
and K(z, t) = P(x)Q(t), where P(z) and Q(t) are square real matrices atisfying some additional 
properties. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Systems of partial differential equations are frequent in many different problems uch as in the 
study of heat conduction and diffusion problems [1,2], or in the analysis of pollutant migration 
through soil modelling coupled thermoelastoplastic hydraulic response clays [2]. Constant co- 
efficient partial differential systems are inadequate to describe propagation problems in ferrite 
materials or anisotropic media [3,4]. In the evaluation of coupled microwave heating processes, 
the constant coefficient model often leads to misleading results due to the complexity of the 
field distribution within the oven and the variation in dielectric properties of the material with 
temperature, moisture content, density, and other parameters [5, Chapter 3; 6]. 
Dealing with numerical solutions, the uniqueness i an important fact to construct reliable 
approximations. In this paper, we study the uniqueness for solutions of the system 
wt=K(x , t )  wzz, 0<x<p,  t>0,  (1) 
(0, t) = w (p, t) = o, t > o, (2) 
(z, o) = F(x), 0 <_ x <_ p, (3) 
where K(x, t) = P(x) Q(t) and P(x), Q(t) are 7~ rxr valued continuous functions with properties 
to be determined and the unknown w and F are 7~ r valued vector functions. F_~luations of the 
type 
ut  - A(t)ux~ - B(t)u = 0, (4) 
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can be transformed into an equation of type (I) under appropriate conditions treated below. 
Mixed problems associated to equation (4) have been numerically solved in [7] for the case 
A(t) = A and B = 0, and in [8] for the case B = 0. 
We recall that a real matrix A in T~ rxr is said to be positive semidefmite (positive definite) 
in 7~ r if (Az, z) > 0 [(Az, z) > 0], for all z # 0, z E 7~ r, where (,) denotes the usual Euclidean 
inner product in 7~ r. A matrix C in 7~ rxr is positive definite if and only if C + C t is positive 
definite, where C t is the transpose of C, see [9, p. 85]. 
2.  UNIQUENESS OF  SOLUTIONS 
Consider the coupled mixed problem 
wt=K(x , t )  w~z, 0<x<p,  t>0,  (5) 
(o, t) = ~ (p, t) = 0, t > 0, (6) 
~ (z,0) = o, o _< z _p ,  (7) 
where A(t), D(t) are continuous p.,-x,- valued functions satisfying 
K(x , t )=(D(x) ) - IA ( t ) ,  O<x<p,  t>0,  
D(x) invertible and D(x) = D(x) t, 
(8) 
(9) 
and some of the alternative conditions 
A(t) + (A(t)) t is positive semidefmite for t > 0 and D(x) is 
positive definite for 0 < x < p; 
(10) 
or  
A(t) + (A(t)) t is negative semidefinite for t > 0 and D(x) is 
- (11)  
negative definite for 0 < x < p. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let w(x,t) be a 7~ r valued function such that ~, ~t, and ~ are continuous in 
S = [0,p] x [0,co [. Under the hypothesis (8)-(11), the function oJ is identically zero in S. 
PROOF. Let / : [0, co [ --* 7¢ be the scalar function defined by 
lfo  t I(t) = ~ w (x,t) D(x)w (x,t) dx, t _> O. (12) 
By Leibnitz's rule and (9), one gets 
and 
I~oP I~oP t I '(t) = ~ ~vt (x, t) t D(x)~ (x, t) dx + -  ~ (z, t) D(x)wt (x, t) dx, 
1o" /o" I '(t) -- ~ot (x, t) t D(x)~o (x, t) d~ = ~o (x, t) D(z)~ot (z, t) dz, 
1fop I(O) = ~ ~ (z, O) D(z)w (z, O) dz = O. 
By (5) and (13), we can write 
t__0, 
(13) 
(14) 
fo I '(t) = w (x, t)t D(x )K  (x, t) wxz (x, t) d2c = w (x, t) t A(t)wzx (x, t) dz, t > o. (15) 
Taking into account 
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and the integration by parts formula, it follows that 
fo p co (x, A(t)co~ (x, t) = co (p, A(t)cox (p, t) - co (0, A(t)wx (0, t) t) t dx t) t t) t 
/: - co~ (z,  t) ~ A(t)cox (z,  t) dz  
- [P  co, (x, t) t A(t)cox (x, t) dx. 
do 
By (15), one gets 
fo p 
I'(t) = - cox  (x, t) t A(t)cox (x, t) dx, t > O. 
Note also that since cox(x, t)tA(t)cox(x, t) is a scalar, we have 
(16) 
(cot Acox)t = co~t Awx, co~Atco~ = cot Awx, 
1 t co'~A~ = ~co. (a + A t) cox. 
(17) 
By (16) and (17), it follows that 
l f: I '(t) = -~ co~(x,t)t(A(t)+(A(t))t)~ox(x,t)dx,  
Under hypothesis (10), by (12) and (18), it follows that 
t _> o. (18) 
I(t)>_O, I'(t)<_O, t>O,  and I (0 )=0.  (19) 
By (19) and the mean value theorem, one gets that I(t) = 0, for all t > 0. Since D(x) is positive 
definite in [0, p], by (12), one concludes that co(x, t) = 0 for (x, t) in S. 
Under hypothesis (11), by (2.8) and (2.14), it follows that 
I(t)<_O, I'(t)>_O, t>_O, and I (0 )=0.  (20) 
By (20), the mean value theorem and using that D(x) is negative definite in [0,p], one gets 
I(t) = 0, for all t _> 0 and co(x, t) = 0, for all (x, t) in S. Thus, the result is established. | 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let K(x,t)  be given by (8),(9) and let f~(t) be an havertible 7~ rxr va/ued 
continuous function. Under the hypothesis (8)-(11), and the continuity of D(x), A(t), then the 
problem 
(f~(t)v)t = K (x, t) 12(t)vxx, 
. (O , t )  = v (p , t )  = O, 
v (z, O) = F (x ) ,  
0<x<p,  t>0,  (21) 
t > 0, (22) 
0 < x < p, (23) 
has at most a solution v such that v, vt, and vx~ are continuous in S. 
PROOF. If vi and v2 are two possible solutions of problems (21)-(23), then 
co (x, t) = act) (vi(~, 0 - v2(~, 0)  (24) 
is a solution of problems (5)-(7) satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1, and thus, to = 0 in S. 
Since f~(t) is invertible, by (24), one gets that Vl(X,t) = v2(x,t), for all (x,t) in S. It 
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Consider the problem 
ut - A ( t )u~ - B ( t )u  = O, 
u(O, t) = u(p, t) = O, 
u(x,  O) = F (x ) ,  
0<x<p,  t>0,  (25) 
t > o, (26) 
0 < x < p, (27) 
where A(t), B(t) are T~ rxr valued continuous functions, F(x) is an integrable 7~ r valued function, 
such that 
B(t) = -B( t )  t, for all t >_ O, (28) 
A(t) + A(t) t is positive semidefinite, for all t >_ O. (29) 
Then problems (25)-(27) admits at most a solution u such that u, ut, and Uxx are continuous in 
s = [0,p] x [0, ~¢ [. 
PROOF. Let V(t) be the solution of the matrix differential equation 
V'(t) + B(t)tV(t)  = O, V(O) = I, (30) 
then by the Abel-Jacobi-Liouville formula [10, p. 28], V(t) is invertible, for all t > 0. By 
Theorem 2 of [2, p. 44], it follows that R(t) = [(V(t))-l] t is the solution of 
n'(t) - B(t)R(t)  = O, n(O) = I, t > O, (31) 
and by condition (28), one gets that V(t) = R(t) = [(V(t))-l] t, or that 
v( t ) '  = (v ( t ) )  -1  , t _ > o. 
Note that fl(t) = V(t)* satisfies 
fl'(t) + f l(t)B(t) = 0, fl(0) = I, t _> 0, (32) 
and 
Take A(t) to be defined by 
12(t)t = (12($)) -1 , t _ > 0. (33) 
A(t) = ~2(t)A(t)(~(t)) -1 , t _ > 0, (34) 
and note that by (33), one gets 
h(t)  t = n(t)A(t)* (n(t)) - I  , t _> o, (35) 
A(t) + h(t)t = n(t) (A(t) + A(t)') (n(t)) -1 , t _> 0. (36) 
Thus, A(t) + A(t)* is positive semidefinite for t _> 0. By (32) and (33),(34), it follows that 
(n(t)) -1 h(t)f~(t) = A(t), (12(t)) -1 IT(t) -- -B( t ) ,  t _> 0. (37) 
Hence, equation (fl(t)u), = A(t)12(t)uxz can be written in the form 
n' ( t )u  + n(t)u,  = A(t)n(t)u~x 
or 
ut - (n ( t ) ) - I  h(t )n( t )Ux  _ ( _  (n ( t ) ) - I  n t ( t ) )  u -- 0. 
Taking into account (37), the last equation can be written ut - A(t)uxx - B(t)u = O. Considering 
D(x) = I, K(x,  t) = A(t), by Corollary 2.1, problems (25)-(27) have at most one solution u such 
that u, ut, and u~x are continuous in S. | 
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